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The 99 Names Of God An Illustrated Guide For Young
And Old
"The tranquility of order is a dynamic tranquility, the stillness of a flame burning in
perfect calm, of a wheel spinning so fast that it seems to stand still. Silence in this
sense is not only a quality of the environment, but primarily an attitude, an attitude of
listening. " Let us give to one another that gift of silence, so that we can listen together
and listen to one another. Only in this silence will we be able to hear that gentle breath
of peace, that music to which the spheres dance, that universal harmony to which we,
too, hope to dance." Austrian-born Benedictine monk David Steindl-Rast is one of the
most influential and beloved spiritual teachers of our time. For decades, Brother David
has divided his time between periods of monastic life at the Mount Saviour Monastery
in New York and extensive lecture tours on five continents. He has brought spiritual
depth into the lives of countless people, whom he touches through his lectures, his
workshops and his writings. Brother David was one of the first Roman Catholics to
participate in Buddhist-Christian dialogue, studying under Zen teachers and building
bridges between religious traditions. His newest book, The Way of Silence, draws
heavily on Buddhist teachings to cultivate the practice of “deep”• listening: turning
away from noise and distraction, paying attention, and embracing quiet. The Way of
Silence embraces paradox: absence versus presence in silence. Dynamic tranquility.
The all-oneness of aloneness. Humbly, trusting in God, you’ll practice emptying your
mind in order to receive wisdom, insight, and understanding. You’ll learn to listen
deeply, with a trusting heart—and you’ll joyously discover a new, interior freedom that
will make you feel more vibrant, and more fully alive.
In the first volume of the Sacred names series : "The 72 Names of God: The 72 keys to
Transformation" I discuss the power of the name. Knowing a name gives you power.In
this book we will discuss the 99 names of Allah, what they are, and how to use them to
instill in yourself with the power of God. Throughout the mystical traditions of the world,
several traditions stand out as luminaries. One of these luminous traditions is Sufism.
Sufism is the mystical tradition of the Muslim faith. Like any spiritual tradition, mystical
interpretations are often hinted at in the main body of religious texts, but other books
are needed to decipher the inner mysteries of an established canon. This applies to
Islam as well.Islam's main holy book is the Quran. A beautifully written and deep tome.
Often , in the west we do not see the depth of Islam because it has been shrouded in
the deeds of a few radical people who have lost the true spirit of the Quran. This is a
shame because the Quran is quite a deep book. It is much more than a book on how to
conduct ones life. It is a manual for divine enlightenment. Its deeper mysteries are
hidden in the text and voluminous works like the Hadith are used to tease them out. In
the Hadith it discusses the 99 names of God. These names are essentially 99 qualities
that God possess. These names are meant as guides in our own life. If you have ever
seen picture of Muslims holding beads in their hands , those beads are used to chant
the 99 names of Allah. This tradition is very much embedded in Islamic tradition. In this
book, we will learn how to tap into the 99 names of Allah and acquire the 99 divine
qualities.
A FIRST-HAND ACCOUNT OF THE STRUGGLE FOR POWER IN TODAY'S MIDDLE
EAST God Has Ninety-Nine Names is a gripping, authoritative account of the epic
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battle between modernity and militant Islam that is is reshaping the Middle East. Judith
Miller, a reporter who has covered the Middle east for twenty years, takes us inside the
militant Islamic movements in ten countries: Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Algeria, Libya,
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Isreal and Iran. She shows that just as there is no unified Arab
world, so there is no single Islam: The movements are as different as the countries in
which they are rooted. Vivid and comprehensive, Miller's first-and report reveals the
meaning of the tumultuous events that will continue to affect the prospects for ArabIsreali peace and the potential for terrorism worlwide.
? Names of Allah 99 ? The beautiful names of God are the names of praise, praise,
praise and glorification of God, attributes of God's perfection and the epithets of the
majesty of God, acts of wisdom, mercy, good and justice from God. This book invites
you into a coloring journey with your child & pondering over the names of God Get your
little one on the right path to coloring with this exciting learning to establish and
understand the noble meanings of the Most Beautiful Names of God. ? Book Contains:
? Perfectly for Toddlers & Kids age 3-5, 4-8 ? Suitable for both boys and girls ? sized at
8.5" x 11" ? 100 pages ( 45 pages to color )
Each name of God is like a rope, with one end in the Hands of God and the other end in
the hands of man. Man calls God through His names and God responds to man
through His names as well. In this manner a perfect communication will eventually be
established between man and the Divine. This volume of the Expansions series
discusses the names of God, understanding them as a key component in man's
relationship with God, the source of life and light.
Divine Names is a unique contribution to understanding life and oneself on a deeper
level. It draws on original Arabic literature and on the author's many year of personal
practice, teaching, and guiding others on their spiritual paths to healing, to become
whole. It focuses on the use of the Divine Names in dhikr, individual meditations, and
healing practices. The Sufi tradition centers on the opening of the heart and nothing
touches the heart as much as beauty. The author's unique style of writing is coupled
with ornamental Arabic calligraphy of each of the 99 Divine Names, making a stunning
tribute to this tradition. It will be enjoyed regardless of religious beliefs.
Chess-playing people-traffickers, suicidal photographers, absurdist sound sculptors, catloving rebel sympathisers, murderous storytellers... The characters in Hassan Blasim’s
debut novel are not the inventions of a wild imagination, but real-life refugees and
people whose lives have been devastated by war. Interviewed by Hassan Owl, an
aspiring Iraq-born writer, they become the subjects of an online art project, a blog that
blurs the boundaries between fiction and autobiography, reportage and the novel.
Framed by an email correspondence with the mysterious Alia, a translator of the
Romanian philosopher Emil Cioran, the project leads us through the bars, brothels and
bathhouses of Hassan’s past and present in a journey of trauma, violence, identity and
desire. Taking its conceit from the Islamic tradition that says God has 99 names, the
novel trains a kaleidoscopic lens on the multiplicity of experiences behind Europe’s socalled ‘migrant crisis’, and asks how those who have been displaced might find
themselves again. God 99 is the highly anticipated debut novel by award-winning Iraqi
writer, poet and filmmaker Hassan Blasim. Winner of an English PEN Translates
Award.
In a bridge-building exercise between Christians, Muslims, and other people of the
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book, David Bentley traces the Semitic pre-Islamic origins of Islam s 99 names of God.
He points the reader to Old Testament counterparts of these names as well as to Jesus
comparable representations of Himself."
This second compelling volume includes an introduction to the heart and its dynamics,
as well as detailed examination of such concepts as freedom, altruism, wisdom,
sainthood, intoxication and sobriety, wakefullness, and the universal man.
Sahih Muslim is a collection of sayings and deeds of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) (also
known as the sunnah). The reports of the Prophets sayings and deeds are called
ahadith. Muslim lived a couple of centuries after the Prophet's death and worked
extremely hard to collect his ahadith. Each report in his collection was checked for
compatibility with the Quran, and the veracity of the chain of reporters had to be
painstakingly established. Muslims collection is recognized by the overwhelming
majority of the Muslim world to be one of the most authentic collections of the Sunnah
of the Prophet (pbuh). Muslim (full name Abul Husain Muslim bin al-Hajjaj al-Nisapuri)
was born in 202 A.H. and died in 261 A.H. He travelled widely to gather his collection of
ahadith, including to Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and Egypt.
The 99 Names of GodAn Illustrated Guide for Young and Old99 Names of God
God's magnificent names are a disclosure of God Himself. In His name, there is peace,
comfort, provision, healing, and destiny. When you press into a name of God, you will
discover a transforming power.Designed for daily meditation, John Paul Jackson has
collected 365 names, characteristics, and attributes of God that will guide you in
becoming a person who consistently abides in God's presence.
Allah! There is no god but He! To Him belongs the Most Beautiful Names. - Taha, 20:8
'Who is Allah?' is the most important subject that can be studied and the main topic of
the Qur'an. This book presents and confirms the meanings of the 99 Names of Allah,
giving us an objective understanding of who Allah(SWT) really is. By the end of 'The 99
Names of Allah', you will know: - The Importance of studying Allah and His 99 Names. The beautiful Names of Allah and their meanings from the Quran. - How to use the
Asma-ul-Husna to strengthen your du'a'. - How the 99 names of Allah can assist your
entry into paradise. - How to use the 99 Names of Allah to increase your emotional
connection to Allah and bring life to your prayers.
The 99 Names of Allah (called Asma ul Husna in Arabic), are the Names of God which
are described in the 114 Surah of Holy Quran and Sunnah, amongst other places.
Moreover, Allah ninety-nine names also called 99 Names of God and Attributes of
Allah.- Meaning and Explanation of 99 Names of ALLah - 101 pages- 6 x 9 inches
"Allah's are the names most beautiful. Whatever is in the heavens and earth extols His
glory."—The Qur'an (Al-Hashr 59:24) "Allah has 99 names. He who remembers these will
certainly enter Paradise."—Prophet Muhammad (Bukharhi Hadith Kitab Ad-Dawat, 2,949)
Remembering the Names of Allah is a sacred tradition in Islam. Both the Qur'an and sayings of
the Prophet (Hadiths) state the importance of learning them and promise reward for reciting
them in supplications and prayers. This beautiful presentation of Allah's most revered nintetynine names draws the reader nearer to the Divine through contemplation and reflection of
Allah's names, their meaning, and how each impacts our daily lives. They help to
conceptualize Allah, Whose limitless greatness and glory is impossible to grasp. Each name is
presented in the original Arabic and its translation into English. Accompanying each name is a
commentary that is concise and easy to understand but rich in meaning. Abdur Raheem
Kidwai (b. 1956) is a professor of English at the Aligarh Muslim University, India, and a visiting
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fellow at the School of English, University of Leicester, United Kingdom. He earned his two
PhDs in English from the Aligarh Muslim University and the University of Leicester. He is a wellknown author of many works on the Qur'an and Islam, including: The Qur'an: Essential
Teachings; Daily Wisdom: Islamic Prayers and Supplications; Daily Wisdom: Selections from
the Holy Qur'an; and What Should We Say?
99 names of God in Kufic-style arabic calligraphy
"99 Names of God offers a meditation on each of the 99 names of God that are found in the
Islamic creed"-?Take some time out of your busy day and relax in remembrance of the Almighty with The
Asmaul Husna young and adult Colouring Book. (The 99 Names of Allah)."In expressing art
there is no right way or wrong. Everything that you deem beautiful is art. Art is soul-food. This
colouring book is another step to reach out to those who have a yearning to combine innate
artistic talents with the spiritual. ?"This islamic coloring book contains 99 designs to colour in
and enjoy, with each design made up of Arabic lettering surrounded by beautiful Islamic
themed arabesque nature designs". ?Learn the next 99 Names of Allah in Arabic.This muslim
themed coloring book is suitable for adults and children ages 4+. Perfect as surprise for a
loved one. -Language: English - Arabic -Paperback: 102 pages -Dimensions: 21.59 x 0.58 x
27.94 cm -High-Quality: Illustration coloring page
This book provides a comprehensive explanation for Allah's names and attributes. The author
has effectively defined the attributes of Allah in such a way to ensure sufficient detail is
provided for the reader, without excessively analysing and over complicating the topic. The aim
and achievement of this book is to introduce God in the terms in which He introduces Himself,
and thereby make the approach to Him easier for willing hearts and minds. Furthermore it
allows for a lighter, more pleasant and rewarding experience on the journey in reconnecting
and strengthening the bond with our Creator.
The 99 names of Allah are also known as His attributes. In Islam's Holy book, The Quran, Allah
has revealed His 99 names or attributes. Prophet Muhammad SAW said, "Allah has ninetynine names, i.e. one-hundred minus one, and whoever knows them will go to Paradise." This
book is an humble effort to list the names of Allah along with their meanings.
Have you ever closed your Bible and thought, What did I just read? Or maybe you have tried to
read through the Bible in a year, but quit when it felt confusing or impersonal. The Bible Recap
is here to help. Tara-Leigh Cobble, host of the popular Bible Recap podcast, walks readers
through a one-year chronological Bible reading plan and explains each day's passage in an
easy-to-understand way. Emphasizing how God's character can be seen throughout Scripture,
the recaps are simple and short yet deep enough to help you understand the hard parts and
press into knowing God better. As Cobble says, The primary role of Scripture is to show me
who God is, and if I behold God, my life will naturally conform around what I learn about him.
The Bible Recap will not only help you understand the entire narrative of the Bible, it will fortify
your faith.
God's many biblical names tell us much about Him—and here are brief sketches of the ninetynine most beloved biblical names of God—from Abba to Redeemer and Everlasting Father to
Spirit of Truth. Each title is broken down into an appealing, concise, and thought-provoking
format that reveals and glorifies every facet of God’s personality through modern biblical
insight and inspirational takeaways that readers of any age will enjoy. Ideal for personal
reading or group study, The Beloved Names of God is a must-have inspirational resource.
This book takes the reader into the heart of the mystery of the 99 sacred Names of Allah. It is a
vehicle for understanding the infinite nature of God, and for discovering the divine potential in
every soul. It is also a guidebook for progressing through the stages of the spiritual path and
an instruction manual for teachers on how to work with students more wisely, as physicians of
the heart. In the process of this voyage to discovery, the reader is systematically exposed to
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the universal mysticism encoded in the Qur'an and in the classical Sufi traditions, as well as to
a modern psychological approach that works with the 99 Names to achieve individuation and
wholeness.
Blessed is the name of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor. – Rahman 55:78 Who is God?
Men have come up with a wide range of answers to this age-old question. But a careful study
of the Qur'an and the Bible reveal answers that may surprise you. This book presents and
substantiates the 99 names of God, giving us an objective understanding of who God really is.
A few of the names of God: El-Ahad: There is none other besides Him. El-Basir: He sees and
hears all things. El-Basit: He extends His mercy to whom He wills. Ed-Darr: He sends affliction
as well as blessing. El-Ghaffar: He is ever ready to pardon and forgive. El-Hadi: He leads and
guides in safe paths. El-Hafid: He abases some while He exalts others. El-Halim: He is both
forgiving and kindly disposed. El-Hayy: He is the source of all life. El-Jami: He gathers all men
to an appointed Day. El-Jelil: He alone is mighty and great. El-Kahhar: He powerfully avenges
and overcomes all. El-Kerim: He is liberal in His generosity. El-Mughni: He provides bounty
and supplies others needs. El-Mujib: He answers prayers when his servants call. El-Muntekim:
He will avenge all wrongs done. Es-Sabur: He is very patient and slow to punish. Es-Selam:
His name is Peace. Zül’-Jelal-i ve’l-Ikram: All majesty and honor belongs to Him.
Sufism and Theology are two major currents in Islamic thought and religious culture, and over
the centuries they have displayed immense diversity and intellectual richness. This book takes
a flexible and inclusive approach to these trends, revealing both how Sufis approached
theological traditions and themes and practised theology themselves, and how theologians
approached different aspects of Sufism. Comprising chapters by leading specialists in the field,
this volume is the first to explore the historically complex interface between these two major
currents, highlighting key points of tension and interaction. Taking us through an array of
subjects, including hermeneutics, psychology and metaphysics, light is shed on major
intellectual trends and figures from the 12th century up to the modern period. These range
from al-Hallaj, Ibn 'Arabi and Ibn Sab'in, to Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, Ibn Taymiyya, Haydar Amuli
and Ibn Kemal Pasha, from the Ottoman context to the Safavid, and from Sunnism to Shi'ism
In this book, we will be discussing an ancient Jewish prayer, often called the " The Kabbalists
Prayer" and the "Genesis Prayer" called in Hebrew " Ana Bekoach" . This powerful prayer on
the surface seems like a standard prayer, nothing particularly remarkable is contained within
the verses. To most, it is just another prayer, but to those who look, they will find within the text
the 42 letter name of God. This name of God is so powerful that just by reciting it and gazing
upon the letters, you can gain immense powers from the divine. Powers that can solve all your
problems. I know it sounds too good to be true, but this prayer and the 42 letter name of God
within its verses has been proven to be very powerful. If you look it up you will find countless
testaments to the power of this name. Let us begin.
99 Names of God Reflection Journal shares the commonly known Names that our Creator
revealed to us 1400 years ago. This book was designed for Muslims and Non-Muslims to help
the reader build a stronger bond with their Creator. Included on every page spread is the Name
(in English and Arabic), the meaning, and 3 boxes to write inside titled; 'This Name makes me
feel...', 'My notes...' and 'How I will use this Name to call upon my Creator...'. FEATURES: A
large 8" x 10" inch book size with lots space Full page designs with the Name wonderfully
designed Worksheet-style pages beside each Name to write The majority of people are, sadly,
unaware of many of these Names and this was a huge motivation in us wanting to publish a
book like this. A SELECTION OF GOD'S AMAZING NAMES: The Most Merciful The Provider
The Most Appreciative The Responsive One The Resurrector The Protector The Powerful It is
our hope and wish that this book acts as a reawakening to help mankind rediscover and fall in
love with the beautiful Names of our Lord. Be sure to order a copy of this book today and
rekindle your relationship with the Creator of the Universe.
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A contemporary presentation of the 99 names of God according to the Sufi tradition, in which it
is said, "These are the divine attributes by which God manifests himself in the world and by
which He completes the spiritual life of man". Compiled from original Arabic and Turkish texts,
this is the most extensive presentation available to readers in any Westerns language. Also
included are the 201 Divine Names of the Prophet.

This picture book for young readers about family, friendship and faith is rich in the
details of Middle Eastern village life. It tells the warm story of a bond between a
father, a son, and the son's favorite camel, as well as their devotion to the Muslim
faith, and the power of prayer in their daily life. Salah and his camel, Qadiim, are
constant companions: They work together, eat together, and sleep together.
Salah is distressed, however, because his camel always seems so sad and
downcast, hanging his head low. But in middle of one night, Salah remembers
what his father has told him -- that while mankind knows only ninety-nine names
for Allah, there are actually one hundred names. What if Qadiim, the camel, could
learn the hundredth name? Under the stars Salah prays "to Allah with all his
strength." The next day-- a seeming miracle! -- the camel Quadiim carries his
head high with a most knowing look. Does Quadiim know the one hundredth
name? Beautifully written by Shulamith Levey Oppenheim and complemented by
illustrations by Michael Hays that portray the lush, verdant landscape of the
Middle East – from the banks of the Nile to its luminous starlit nights -- here is a
spiritual and touching story of an Islamic family.
99 Great Names of Allah ?Simple Beginner Designs With Attributes Of God
Written In Arabic & EnglishIslamic Coloring Book for Kids and Color Activity
workbook, Learn How to Write the Arabic Letters
In this work, here presented in a complete English edition for the first time, the
problem of knowing God is confronted in an original and stimulating way. Taking
up the Prophet's teaching that 'Ninety-nine Beautiful Names' are truly predicated
of God, Ghazali explores the meaning and resonance of each of these divine
names, and reveals the functions they perform both in the cosmos and in the soul
of the spiritual adept. Although some of the book is rigorously analytical, the
author never fails to attract the reader with his profound mystical and ethical
insights, which, conveyed in his sincere and straightforward idiom, have made of
this book one of the perennial classics of Muslim thought, popular among
Muslims to this day. This volume won a British Book Design and Production
Award in 1993.
99 Great Names of Allah Simple Beginner Designs With Attributes Of God
Written In Arabic & EnglishIslamic Coloring Book for Kids and Color Activity
workbook, Learn How to Write the Arabic Letters
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